Spring 2021 Registration: Approved 400-699 courses for VMS Seniors
(aka “Capstone Equivalents”)

The following Spring 2021 courses are approved as the 400-699-level “capstone equivalents” for seniors majoring in VMS:

- VMS 432S - From the Art of the Pleasure Quarters to Tokyo Pop
- VMS 450S - Narrative Projects
- VMS 490S.02 - Artists’ Writings as Philosophy
- VMS 551SL - Advanced Digital Art History
- VMS 558S - Business Strategies for the Arts
- VMS 567S - Art and Markets
- VMS 575S - Generative Media Authorship
- VMS 581S - Historical & Cultural Visualization Proseminar II
- ARTHIST 588S - Sculpture Europe to China\(^1\)
- ARTSVIS 498S – Senior Capstone in Visual Arts\(^2\)

A 400-level independent study may also serve as a “capstone equivalent” but requires pre-approval by an AAHVS DUS.

Students pursuing Graduation with Distinction complete their “capstone equivalent” requirement by taking VMS 495S - Honors Thesis Workshop.

\(^1\) Please contact instructor, Professor Stanley Abe, for approval before enrollment.

\(^2\) Please contact instructor, Professor Pedro Lasch, for approval before enrollment.